
WATCH WINDER



The Chronovision brand has set itself the 
challenge of exceeding the most exacting 
demands of true watch lovers. 

Our watch winders, manufactured with the 
greatest of care in Halver in the German 
province of North Rhine-Westphalia, combine 
technical perfection, intuitive ease-of-use 
and sophisticated design in an expert and 
contemporary way. 

Discover the most up-to-date, highest-quality 
Chronovision watch winders of our time.

UNIQUE INSTRUMENTS OF TIME



Chronovision One  
A compact, single watch winder incorporating everything that makes Chronovision special. 
Its ultra quiet drive uses an independent motor that winds any watch gently using exactly 
the right rotation direction and number of turns per day. Intuitive control via a smartphone 
app. High-quality, customisable cases with breathtakingly beautiful surfaces which turn any 
Chronovision watch winder into a fascinating design object. A unique statement piece or the 
beginning of a collection. 

Chronovision One can be expanded to create a system consisting 
of several modules which can communicate with one another 
intelligently thanks to the patented ‘ChronoSync’ feature. 
This means that avid collectors can indulge their passion.
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Chrom Silk*
70050/101.17.14

 Black High-Gloss*
70050/101.17.11

 Black Silk*
70050/101.17.10

White Silk*
70050/101.17.12

*AC adapter not included (see page 12)

Carbon
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Chronovision One  Metal  

Black Silk* 
70050/101.30.10

Black High-Gloss*
70050/101.30.11

White Silk*
70050/101.30.12

Chrome Silk*
70050/101.30.14

 

 Black Silk*  
70050/101.15.10

Black High-Gloss*

70050/101.15.11

White Silk*  
70050/101.15.12

Aluminium

Chrome

Sophisticated finishing processes lend the various Chronovision One 
metal surfaces their exceptional appearance. Chrome or brushed 
aluminium? Choose the design that best suits your style and the look of 
your chronograph.
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Chronovision One  anodized  
The experts see anodisation as the classic among aluminium finishes. 
The micro-fine anodised coating protects the surface, and lends the 
metal an exceptionally sophisticated, velvety-soft appearance that 
emphasises the elegant design of the Chronovision One.

Chrome Silk*
70050/101.31.14

Black Silk*
70050/101.31.10

White Silk*
70050/101.31.12

*AC adapter not included (see page 12)

Black anodized

Titanium anodized 

Black High-Gloss*
70050/101.29.11

Black Silk*
70050/101.29.10

White Silk*
70050/101.29.12
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Chronovision One  Wood 

Black Silk*
70050/101.18.10

White Silk*
70050/101.18.12

Chrome Silk*
70050/101.18.14

White Silk*
70050/101.20.12

Black Silk*
70050/101.20.10

Chrome Silk* 
70050/101.20.14

Wood’s grain is as individual as a fingerprint. It’s a pattern that has 
been created by time itself. Particularly distinctive is the shift between 
the warm brown tones and the dark stripes of Macassar ebony. The 
Argento finish also demonstrates the fascination of contrasts, with its 
deep black oak with fine silver grain running through it.

Argento Silk

Macassar Silk
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Black High-Gloss*
70050/101.19.11

White Silk*
70050/101.19.12

Chrome Silk*
70050/101.19.14

Chronovision One  High-Gloss 
Brilliance rests on quality. You can take this saying literally with the 
Chronovision One: its crystal-clear, perfect appearance – coupled with 
the velvety soft look of the silk matt finish – are the result of the greatest 
precision and care.

Chrome Silk*
70050/101.21.14

White Silk*
70050/101.21.12

Black High-Gloss*
70050/101.21.11

*AC adapter not included (see page 12)

Argento High-Gloss 

Macassar High-Gloss  
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White Silk
70050/101.22.12

Chrome Silk
70050/101.22.14

Chronovision One  Wood 
High-quality elm wood creates an atmosphere of warmth and comfort. 
Experts value the fine play of the grain, and the warm colour nuances 
that vary from golden yellow to red and dark brown. Oak, conversely, 
is characterised by its exceptionally even grain. It is perhaps the most 
traditional wood to emphasise the exclusivity of your watch.

Elm High-Gloss 

Black High-Gloss
70050/101.24.11

Oak Silk

Accessories

Chronovision One  
Adapter EU / UK / US
70050/108
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One for Travel
Travel in style with your Chronovision One, and 
keep your automatic watches ticking along 
nicely at all times. Your One series watch winder 
is perfectly protected in its elegant travel 
box finished in finest nappa leather. Choose 
between sophisticated classic black or brown 
vintage leather.

Travelbox One
• Dimensions (W x H x D): 11 x 12 x 12.5 cm
• Approx. weight: 0.3 kg

Black   70050/109.37
Brown   70050/109.47
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Technology 
Chronovision watch winders move gently every hour in precise line with your individual 
watch mechanism. This requires each individual module to have its own, independent 
controllable motor for the rotation. The rotation movement – right, left or double-sided – can 
be set just as individually as the number of rotations per day: this is set at between 500 and 
2,650 rotations in 50x increments. The internal watch starts the program on each full hour. 

Rapid winding and intelligent 
sleep phase
 
Has your automatic watch been out of use for a long 
period? The rapid winding function quickly and carefully 
brings the mainspring back to the required tension. If you 
want complete silence at certain times, for example over-
night, activate the intelligent sleep phase: The anyway 
extremely quiet motors will stop working for the period you 
define. The control notes the missing rotations, and automa-
tically compensates for these by extending the individual 
intervals in the active haps. 

Modularity
 
Whether a single or multiple watch winder: every Chrono-
vision watch winder comprises individually controllable 
modules that communicate intelligently with each other. 
This modular principle enables, for example, a centrally 
controllable system to be made up of multiple single winders 
from the Chronovision One series. On the other hand it also 
guarantees that even in a large design set-up such as the 
Grand Momentum, up to 64 watches can be wound indivi-
dually, independent of each other.

Synchronisation
 
Chronovision watch winders harmoniously combine techno-
logy with aesthetics. The patented ‚ChronoSync‘ function 
ensures multiple individual modules are combined to form a 
single system with phased rotations. The watches are wound 
in absolute synchrony - like ballet dancers. If one watch 
winder has reached the required number of rotations, the 
rotor stops exactly at the 12-o‘ clock position. 

Power supply
 
Chronovision watch winders can be powered either by 
mains electricity or by battery. This means you can even 
wind your automatic watches when there is now power 
point to hand. 

Follow your intuition
The new version of the Chronovision Connect app for 
Android, iOS, PC and Mac takes the intuitive operation of 
watch winders to a new level. Once you have connected 
the app via Bluetooth® with the required Chronovision 
device, you can start and stop all or individual modules at 
one touch. 

The matrix view makes it easy to select the modules in multi-
watch winders so that these can then be programmed. 
Thanks to the comprehensive watch database, in many 
instances the relevant watch model can simply be selected 
in the module options to activate the right rotation settings. 
Alternatively, you can quickly and easily enter the settings 
yourself. 

It is just as easy to activate the rapid winding function for 
each individual watch. In the device options, you can 
programme the intelligent sleep phase, and switch the 
light button on or off. An integrated memory ensures that 
program data such as rotation direction and the number of 
revolutions are always retained. So no need to panic even if 
there‘s a power failure.

Warranty
 
Extended warranty up to three years.
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Oak Silk

Macassar Silk

Macassar High-Gloss

Argento Silk

  

Argento High-Gloss Black anodized

Chrome

Carbon High-Gloss

Aluminium

Elm High-Gloss

Titanium anodized

White 
Silk

ONE FRONT

Chrome  
Silk

Black  
Silk

Black  
High-Gloss

Design 
The front and back of the Chronovision 
One housing are made from synthetic 
terpolymer, an exceptionally hard-wearing 
plastic that is finished to a high specification 
in lacquer or chrome. The central aluminium 
piece gains its particular character from the 
High-quality wood or metal finish. Choose 
your personal icon of time from 30 different 
versions.

ONE CENTRAL PIECE
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